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Committed bridge 
engineer age 7.

But was Brunel 
competent?

What competencies did 
he have?





And the devil
As always
Is in the detail



What have I learnt

1) I know very little

2) I understand less

3) Understanding is key

4) LET THE BRIDGES SPEAK

5) Use fair tests



Put it another way

You might think after 4000yrs

We would know all there is to know about

Masonry bridges

But I don’t understand enough

And I am the go to expert in UK!



SOME BASIC THINKING
Where to start?



Richard Feynman

For  successful technology

engineering must take precedence

over public relations

for nature cannot be fooled.

Born 100 years ago last year



Public Relations or Engineering

Page from NR guide on 
Condition marking.

Is the size of the biggest crack
The most significant thing here?

The patch has caused the 
damage.

The bearing shelf is tilted.



I WOULD ARGUE THAT’S A TRAINING IN 
INCOMPETENCE

I raised this. They just removed this pic from the next edition!



Or the Royal Society

Nullis in verba

By no man’s word.

That is

Question Everything

(Or we are doomed to learn nothing)



Is it a fair test

There is no test that

can prove something correct.

Science is provisional –

The best theory we have yet!



Codes are even more provisional

The best ideas we could negotiate

At least five years ago

Nothing stands still



Skew Bridges

Just a quick excursion into what our 
infrastructure is like.

And how management goes.

Look at this bit of Manchester.





Yet more complex now!



Hidden by lining







Deflection poles for dense 
measurement of vertical 
deflection



Concentrated 
deflections

Note diff
between long 

and short term
measurement

Cracks from 2006 
inspection -<1mm



Width change (through lining)

a



Cracks were 1mm wide in 2006

Note the lining



Moiré Tell-Tale

After the crack 
was stitched

If you don’t 
measure, you 
don’t know

Available in NZ
Links at end



To understand why

We must first understand what

Stop applying indefensible treatments

It’s a stiffness not a strength issue

Don’t panic – measure and think.

Sometimes you only find the problem by 
measurement



IS IT A FAIR TEST?
But remember



Fit for purpose

Most of the monitoring I see isn’t

What do we need to measure to tell us 
something useful?

Can it be measured effectively?

What are the costs of not doing it?



Competence in measurment

Needs the engineer able to identify what he 
needs to know

The monitoring co. to be able to offer things 
that work.

SOMEONE PLANNING INTERPRETATION

From the start



Measurement

Single strain gauge on angle 
brace.

Single 50mm strain gauge on 
bottom of flange.



Curved beds, skew bridge

Where cracked and WHY?



Loose stone OK

But WHY

Stone projecting?



Loose stone OK but

Curl under?

Big gap further back?



What?

Single stone?

Why broken?



What?

What is the defect?







BUT 2 very 
different forms of 
damage

Split-stone?



And no mention of the 
buddleia causing the 
problem?

Or the severely displaced 
bricks?



RIGHT UP TO DATE
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